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When you don’t need an app. When you do. 
By James Hartt, Senior iOS Engineer 
 

 
The gold rush that is apps has definitely ended.  As soon 
as the various Mobile SDKs at the end of last decade 
were released, people and organisations were running 
around headless saying:  “We need an app, doesn’t 
matter what it does, we need it!”.  As the new tech 
matures, people are rightly more skeptical. 
 

After talking at the Digital Tool Box Conference (www.clickrecruitenrol.com) in 
Brighton it became very clear to me that on the whole SMEs (including 
schools, colleges and other education institutions and organisations) don’t 
need apps.  Why is an iOS Engineer - someone who you’d think would benefit 
from the demand for apps - committing such blasphemy? 
 
For apps to be useful, they must provide access to content, a network (social 
or otherwise) or provide rich features (more on that later) that cannot be 
achieved with a mobile website.  Solving a real and present user need. 
 
Other channels are far more effective than an app 
for a school that just wants to improve 
student/parent/staff/alumni engagement. 
 
During the Digital Tool Box Conference I met with 
Ben Trebilcock, PR and Communications Officer 
at Truro School, and we discussed how an app 
could help Parent engagement as part of a 
workshop I was delivering.  During the 



	  

conversation I took a step back and asked him about the features he wanted 
to achieve his objectives.  They boiled down to adding Contacts and creating 
Calendar events. 
 
However it transpired that Truro School already has a very functional mobile 
website (built on Wordpress) and only a few things need to happen to make 
these features available cross-platform, which could be done relatively easily. 
 
Now, because Contacts and Calendars are a universal requirement for every 
platform (mobile or otherwise) the ‘tech powers’ have settled on some 
common file formats: 
   

 
iCalendar File (.ics) 
 
Any website running on Wordpress can utilise an existing 
Wordpress plugin (or make one themselves) with an .ics file 
(served as a downloadable file with nice iconography or a 

button) that will automatically be opened by the web browser into the 
corresponding Calendar app.  On desktop, a file will be downloaded that will 
display as if it’s supposed by the user’s preferred Calendar app.  And yes, this 
may be an ‘iCalendar’ (a Mac app) file, but it is widely supported by Windows 
tools like Outlook.  
 
vCard File (.vcf) 
 
With regard to exchanging contacts, by exposing a vCard for 
the contact (a teacher or the school itself) the .vcf file will be 
handled by all good Operating Systems, mobile or otherwise, 
allowing for contact information to be exchanged. 
 
Rich Features 
 
For me ‘rich features’ means utilising something that sets mobile apart from a 
website (mobile or otherwise).  For example… photos, contacts (accessing a 
phonebook, not just creating new ones), location and iBeacons (joking not 
joking).  It means something that mobile browsers (Safari/Google Chrome etc) 
are stopped from doing because of security/privacy/technological limitations.  
Additionally POS, payment (through Apple Pay or others) or peripherals 
integration are ripe for apps on an iPad or iPhone. 
 
When You Do Need An App 
 
Here are just a few rough examples that were discussed at #DTBConf in both 
my sessions: 
 
- Lunch Card App System - everyone forgets their lunch card.  Coupling a 

POS app with an app that every student has access to will enable the 
student to make payment via an account.  The student or their parents 
could then top-up the account through the app at a time that suits them, 



	  

using a payment system like Stripe.  A separate iPad could be used for 
manual entry for those without an app or access to smartphone. 

 
- Attendance App – having to pass attendance sheets around the lecture 

theatre at Leeds University was a pet hate.  An app that uses Location 
Services (perhaps iBeacons) to check when a student/pupil is in the 
building or even in a classroom or lecture hall could be integrated with the 
student CMS, saving time and money and allowing the administration to act 
quickly on the information gathered. 

  
- Campus Map - having an app that just does one thing 

really well is what apps are all about, such as using 
Location Services to place a user’s location onto a 
detailed, zoomable campus map.  Additionally, other 
campus service information can be displayed easily 
through this rich visual medium.  An ‘Open Day’ or 
‘Freshers’ mode could make information, insights and media available, 
based on the time of year and events. 

 
Final Word 
 
Getting people to download apps, use them and keep them installed is very 
difficult.  The average number of installed apps on smartphones is quite low.  
Generally people download and use apps giving them access to news and 
social networks, media, games, catalogues, weather, travel and the odd utility 
app (banking etc) depending on their needs and interests. 
 
Apps that are successful performs a task better than existing channels or 
systems.  Identifying a need, developing an app that answers it and 
distributing and maintaining that app is hard and expensive.  Even marketing 
an app that isn’t ‘baked into a given process’ is very difficult, the noise of life 
just drowns it out. 
 
An app developed for a niche communications or marketing requirement, 
maybe with a few choice features that could be achieved with the web, is 
going to make for an empty experience for all. 
 
The bar for successful apps is (rightly, in my opinion) set very high.  So if you 
are starting to feel that an app is not for your organization afterall… be 
confident in that decision and focus your full attention on exploiting other 
digital channels to the max. 
 


